The Hearts Center presents

_A Walk with the Buddhas—_
_Harvesting the New Love-Wisdom Teachings for Personal and Planetary Change_

2009 Harvest Conference

October 10-12, 2009
The Wingate Hotel
Bozeman, Montana

Saturday, October 10th

8:00 a.m. Registration  
  Songs, prayers and dynamic chants  
9:00 Pranayama, yoga and meditation  
10:00 HeartStream by beloved Lanello: _Welcome to the Heart-Mind Fires of the Buddhas_
  Reflection  
10:45 Intermission  
11:00 Songs, prayers and dynamic chants  
  Meditation  
  HeartStream by beloved El Morya: _Treasures of the Buddha Body_
  Reflection  
12:00 Lunch  
1:30 p.m. Songs, prayers and dynamic chants  
2:00 Introducing Our Buddha Nature  
  Buddhist chants  
  Presentation on the Buddha Nature Chart  
  Introduction to the ascended masters and HeartStreams  
  Biography of Padma Sambhava  
  Meditation and Buddhist chants  
  HeartStream by beloved Padma Sambhava: _Fostering Atmic Presence East and West_
  Reflection and Q&A  
  Elohimic music  
    Introduction to the Threefold Flame Meditation  
    Threefold Flame Meditation experience  
    The Hearts Center—Who We Are and What We Do  
4:00 Intermission  
4:15 A Walk with the Buddhas in Emptiness and Surrender (outdoor meditative walk)  
  Meditation  
  HeartStream by beloved Mother Mary: _Mothering Buddhic Awareness Within_
  Reflection  
5:30 Dinner  
7:00 Sangha-building through fellowship (sharing and Q&A)  
  Multimedia presentation on Buddhism  
  Songs, prayers and dynamic chants
Sunday, October 11th

8:00 a.m.  Songs, prayers and dynamic chants
9:00      Pranayama, yoga and meditation
10:00     HeartStream by beloved Green Tara: Compassion as the All-Healer
          Reflection
10:45     Intermission
11:00     Meditation
          HeartStream by beloved Kuthumi: The Evolution of Buddhic No-Thought
          Reflection
12:00     Lunch
1:30 p.m. A Walk with the Buddhas in Heart-Mindfulness (outdoor meditative walk)
2:00      Songs, prayers and dynamic chants
2:45      Meditation
          HeartStream by beloved Jesus: Expanding Your Aura of Love-Wisdom
          Reflection
3:45      Intermission
4:00      Songs, prayers and dynamic chants
4:30      Meditation
          HeartStream by beloved Lord Maitreya: Walking with Mindful Love for All Life
          Reflection
5:30      Dinner
7:00      Hasya (laughter) yoga: Adrie Min
          Sangha-building through fellowship (sharing and Q&A)
          Songs, prayers and dynamic chants

Monday, October 12th

8:00 a.m.  Songs, prayers and dynamic chants
9:00      Pranayama, yoga and meditation
10:00     HeartStream by beloved Kuan Yin: Embracing the Enemy as One’s Self
          Reflection
10:30     Intermission
10:45     Songs, prayers and dynamic chants
          Meditation
          HeartStream by beloved Manjushri: The Buddhic Wheel of Life
          Reflection
12:00     Lunch
1:30 p.m. A Walk with the Buddhas in Nature’s Picture-Perfect Presence (outdoor meditative walk)
2:00      Songs, prayers and dynamic chants
          Meditation
          HeartStream by beloved Gautama Buddha: Developing Planetary Presence
          Reflection
3:15      Intermission
3:45      Meditation
          HeartStream by beloved Kartikeya: Loving Wisdom through Knowing True Love
          Reflection
          Circle of Oneness and the sealing of the conference